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Multiband d-electron model for the photoemission spectrum of ultrathin magnetic overlayers

W. Z. Wang and K. L. Yao
Department of Physics, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Wuhan 430074, People’s Republic of China

~Received 11 December 2000; published 12 June 2001!

Many-body effect on the ground state and photoemission spectra of transition-metal/noble-metal overlayer is
studied using multibandd-electron model and an exact diagonalization approach. A realistic band environment
and thed-d intrasite interaction are considered. The results show that the many-body effect driven by thed-d
interaction is qualitatively different from those of single-particle and single-band Hubbard models. With
increasing interaction, four distinct ground states with different magnetization and particle occupation are
obtained. The spin polarization of the photoemission spectrum is different in various ranges of the interaction.
The spectral weight can be transferred between the states of different symmetries. The strong interaction can
drive the hole from the transition-metald orbitals to the noble-metals orbitals and induce the spin polarization
of the spectral weight by creating a noble-metals hole.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.014415 PACS number~s!: 75.10.Lp, 71.45.Gm, 79.60.2i
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrathin magnetic overlayers on various substrates m
exhibit novel properties of interest to both fundamental st
ies of physics and potential new applications. Photoemiss
spectrum~PES! is one of the most frequently used expe
mental tools to measure the electronic structure of
matter.1 Although theoretical understanding of the spectr
copy for ideal noninteracting and weekly interacting syst
is well established, it takes careful modeling, computati
and interpretation to understand the spectra of strongly
related system such as 3d magnetic transition-metal system
and obtain correct physics. The magnitude of the Coulo
interaction between thed electrons in transition metal i
close to, or in some cases even larger than, thed-band width.
This strong electron-electron interactions invalidate the n
mal local-spin-density-approximation description2–4 in some
fundamental aspects. A well-known early example is
discovery5 of the ‘‘satellite’’ peak in the photoemission spe
trum of Ni and the subsequent theoretical explanation6 of its
many-body origin. Recently, various numerical schem
have been developed to study many-body effects in spec
scopic process in strongly correlated systems. These t
niques may involve various approximations on the inter
tion terms.7 However, a lot of recent work has focused o
some ideal models, such as the single-band Hubb
model.8,9 Sometimes it is necessary to include the orb
degeneracy and band-structure aspects in the model to
rectly describe different physical phenomena. This is parti
larly true in the study of various spectroscopic behavior
highly correlated systems.

In this paper, we present the results of a theoretical st
on the many-body effect on photoemission spectra of a r
istic multibandd-electron model for transition-metal~TM!/
noble-metal~NM! overlayer. Here the focus is on the effe
of d-d Coulomb interactions. We do not intend to include
the details of the band structures in our model. Rather,
construct a genericd- and s-electron model to extract th
fundamental physics involved. We study the effects of ma
body strong correlation on the photoemission in a mo
system with realistic single-particle band structures. On
0163-1829/2001/64~1!/014415~7!/$20.00 64 0144
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hand this model is simple enough to make the many-b
problem fully tractable. On the other hand, both sing
particle and many-body aspects of the problem are prop
considered, allowing the extraction of interacting phys
that is relevant for real materials systems. The calcula
results show that the strongd-d Coulomb interactions pro-
duce different ground states with different spin and symm
tries in the neutral state of the cluster. Some interesting
sults, including the spin polarization of the spectra and
transfer of hole between the TM and NM, have been o
served.

The method used in this work is the periodic small-clus
approach.10 It treats the band-structure effects and t
electron-electron interaction on an equal footing. In this ki
of approach, a model Hamiltonian that explicitly includ
band-structure effects and many-body interactions is sol
exactly. The problem is made tractable by modeling
sample as a finite-size crystal with periodic boundary con
tions. This is equivalent to solving exactly a many-bo
problem with integrals in momentum space restricted to
finite sampling. Its advantage is that there is no approxim
tion applied to the Hamiltonian. Quantum many-body pro
lems are solved exactly in the numeric form. Therefore
provides accurate information about the many-body effec
the system. Its limitation is also obvious. Due to exponen
growth of many-body states with the system size, only v
small systems can be studied using this method. In prac
since many spectroscopic process are fast and intrinsic
short ranged, they can be well described by the small-clu
approach. Numerous works on this subject have been
ported. It has been successfully applied to various syst
where local many-body effects are important: the photoem
sion behavior in bulk and surface Ni;6~d!,11 magnetic proper-
ties of bulk and surface Fe, Co;12,13electronic, magnetic, and
superconducting properties of heavy-fermion system.14–16 It
is now generally accepted that the small-cluster appro
provide rather accurate description of many interacting s
tems, although careful modeling and insightful interpretat
of the calculated results are always required.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section
presents the model Hamiltonian and the method of calc
©2001 The American Physical Society15-1
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tion. In Sec. III, the properties of the ground state and
photoemission for differentd-d interaction are calculated
The results and discussions are also given in Sec. III.

II. THE MODEL HAMILTONIAN
AND COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

In this work, we choose a tetrahedral cluster~see Fig. 1!,
the smallest nontrival fcc crystal, and apply periodic boun
ary conditions in two dimensions to construct the fcc T
NM~001! structure, in which the two TM sites are in the to
layer and two NM sites in the bottom layer. Only the inte
face NM layer is explicitly included to allow the electro
~hole! hopping between the TM and NM sites. We on
explicitly, include the TM d and NM s orbitals and the
nearest-neighbor interactions in the calculation.

The model Hamiltonian contains both single particle a
interaction terms:

H52 (
i , j ;m,n;s

t im, j ncims
† cj ns1 (

i ;m;s
Emcims

† cims

1 (
i ;m,n,l,f;s,s8

Vmnlfcims
† cins8

† cils8cifs , ~1!

herecims
† (cj ms) denotes hole creation~annihilation! opera-

tor. The indicesi, j label atoms in the cluster;m, n, l, andf
label the TMd and NM s orbitals;s ands8 are spin labels.
The first-two terms are single-particle hopping and orbit
energy terms, and the third term describes the intraato
interactionon the TM sites only. The single-particle param
eters are obtained according to the Slater-Koster schem17

In the following calculations we use a set of single-parti
parameters based on previous work on some 3d transition-
metal system:18 (dds)51.0 ~its magnitude is chosen as th
energy unit in the following calculation!, (ddp)520.8,
(ddd)50.2, (sds)50.9, (sss)52.0, Ea53.0, Eb53.5,
Eg52.8, Ed5Ee53.4, andEs520. The subscriptsa, b, g,
d, and e refer to the fived orbitals of symmetryr 223z2,
x22y2, xy, yz, and zx, respectively.Es labels the single-
particle energy ofs orbitals of noble metal. Three points a
worth mentioning here. First, these are the renormalized
rameters with only nearest-neighbor interactions among
d orbitals and NMs orbitals explicitly included, not the
‘‘bare’’ band parameters as one would get in an all-elect
single-particle tight-binding fit. Second,Es is much larger

FIG. 1. The tetrahedral cluster in the two-layer fcc TM
NM~001! structure with periodic boundary conditions.
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than other single-particle levels because the magnetizatio
the ground state is mainly contributed by 3d holes of TM
and the NM does not provides hole. Third, it should be
pointed out that exact ratios of the single-particle parame
do not affect the qualitative physics studied in this work.
fact, we have tested several different sets of parameters;
all yield similar results.

The intraatomic interactions, which is the domina
contribution,19 include three terms: a direct Coulomb integr
U for two particles on the samed orbit, an exchange integra
Jt2g

for two particles on two differentt2g orbitals, and an-

other oneJeg
for two particles on two differenteg orbitals.

The Coulomb interaction for two particles in differentd or-
bitals is U85U22J. All intraatomic d-d interactions are
expressed in terms ofU, an average exchange integralJ
5(Jt2g

1Jeg
)/2, and an exchange anisotropydJ5(Jeg

2Jt2g
)/2. The interaction parameters are set in the rat

U:J:dJ540:8:1, based on the consideration of the co
straints imposed by the atomic data and the screening e
in metals.18 The fundamental physics extracted from the c
culated results is insensitive to exact values of these ra
This leavesU the only variable parameter in the present fo
mulation. Below we will systematically study the effect o
the d-d interactionU on the behavior of the photoemissio

With five d orbitals per TM atom per spin and ones
orbital per NM atom per spin, there are 24 orbitals in t
four-atom cluster for the TM/NM~011! structure. As an ex-
ample we consider in the neutral state twod holes per TM
atom and zeros hole per NM atom. Simple combinatoria
arguments yield 10 626 many-body states in the neutral s
of the cluster. The photoemission process introduces ano
hole, yielding 42 504 final states, respectively. The space
spin symmetries inherent in the Hamiltonian must be
ploited in order to diagonalize the complete many-bo
Hamiltonian matrices. First, total spin and itsz component in
the cluster are good quantum numbers. Furthermore, sp
group decomposition reduces the sizes of Hamiltonian m
trices in a very efficient way. The cluster studied in this wo
have C4 point group symmetry at the surface. The spa
group is the direct product of theC4 group and the finite
translational group of the periodic-cluster structure. Th
are eight irreducible representations, four at theG and four at
the X point. This corresponds to sampling theG point, the
center of the two-dimensional surface Brillouin zone, and
X point, the center of the zone boundary. All representati
are nondegenerate. However, two pairs,G3-G4 and X3-X4,
are degenerate due to time-reversal symmetry. With th
representation the symmetrized basis functions are gene
and then used to construct the Hamiltonian matrix that ar
block-diagonalized form, partitioned according to vario
symmetry indices.18 The largest Hamiltonian matrix is o
order 2134, a significant reduction from the original order
42 504. Direct diagonalization of these matrix provides ex
solutions to the Hamiltonian.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The spin-resolved photoemission spectral function is
fined as
5-2
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MULTIBAND d-ELECTRON MODEL FOR THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 014415
FPE~v,s!5(
m,k

u^fk
N11ucms

† uf0
N&u2d@v2~Ek

N112E0
N!#,

~2!

wheref0
N andfk

N11 are theN-hole ground state and thekth
(N11)-hole final state, with energiesE0 andEk

N11 , respec-
tively. The operatorcms

† creats a hole with spins on the
orbital m. The calculated results are checked against the
lowing sum rules:

E FPE~v,s!dv5M2Ns , ~3!

whereM is the total number of orbitals in the cluster andNs

is the total number of holes with spins in the ground state o
the N-hole system. This sum rule is satisfied in all report
cases.

In order to study the effect of thed-d Coulomb interac-
tion U on the photoemission spectra, we calculate the gro
state in the neutral state with 4 holes. It is found that w
increasingU the ground states with different spins and sy
metries can be obtained. Below we will find that the differe
photoemission spectra is actually due to different configu
tions of spin and symmetries of the ground state and the fi
states. When the interactionU is turned off the total spin of
the ground state isS50. The calculated one-particle energ
levels of the cluster are listed in Table I. Two holes w
reverse spin occupy theb orbitals and another two hole
with reverse spin occupyg orbitals. The integrated PES o
the cluster is shown in Fig. 2 forU50. This is a single-
particle spectrum without spin polarization. It is seen th
there are five peaks located at different energyE5E0

N

2Ek
N11 , which is negative and its magnitude means the

ergy below the Fermi level or binding energy.18 The first
peak at aboutE522.0 is mainly contributed by the follow
ing three single-particle levels: twofold degenerated and e
orbitals withEsl52.2 andG3-G4 symmetry, and nondegen
eratea orbital with Esl51.40 andX1 symmetry. HereEsl
labels the single-particle level. The second peak at abouE
524.5 results froma orbital with Esl54.57 and symmetry

TABLE I. Single-particle energy levels for TM/NM overlaye
cluster @energies are in the unit of (dds)#. The symmetry corre-
sponds to representations of space group. The degeneracy i
spin. The orbital is one of fived atomic orbitals.

Energy Degeneracy Symmetry orbital

20.400 1 X2 g
0.300 1 G2 b
1.400 1 X1 a
2.200 2 G3-G4 d,e
4.565 1 G1 a
4.600 2 X3-X4 d,e
6.000 1 G2 g
6.276 1 X2 b

12.42 1 X2 s
28.03 1 G1 s
01441
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G1, and twofold degenerated ande orbitals withEsl54.60
and symmetriesG3-G4. The third peak at aboutE526.0 is
originated fromg orbital with Esl56.00 and symmetryG2,
and b orbital with Esl56.28 and symmetryX2. The fourth
peak atE5212 and the fifth peak atE5228 are produced
by the NMs orbitals with symmetryX2 andG1, respectively.
From Fig. 2 we also find that the weight of the second pe
is greater than the first peak although they should be ne
same actually. This is due to some overlap between the
ond peak and the third peak.

When thed-d interaction U is turned on, but is weak
~e.g.,U,3) there is still no spin polarization in PES. In th
case the many-body effect is weak and the PES exhibits
characteristics of single-particle spectrum since the inte
tion U is much less than the single-particle bandwidth a
the total spin of the neutral ground state isS50. As the
value of U increases to 3.0, the total spin of the neut
ground state isS51. Due to the interactionU, the hole oc-
cupying the majority-spinb orbital transfers to the minority-
spin a orbital. It predicts a spin polarization in the spect
since the numbers of holes with different spins are differ
in the ground state. The following sum rule of the relati
polarization should hold in the PES calculations since
ratio of up- and down-spin states in the ground state sho
be 11/9~three holes are in minority-spin levels ofa, b, and
g, and one hole is in majority-spin level ofg),

~ I 12I 2!/~ I 11I 2!5~1129!/~1119!510%, ~4!

whereI 1 andI 2 are the total intensities of the majority- an
minority-spin states. Figure 3 presents the spin-resolved P
in this case. It is clearly seen that the spectral weight of
majority spin is greater than that of minority spin. To illu
trate in more detail the many-body effects in PES, it is
structive to project the PES onto the spectral weight fr
various symmetries. The projected PES are shown in Fig
One can see that the spin polarization in the integrated P

per

FIG. 2. The single-particle photoemission spectra (U50),
which is degenerate with respect to majority-spin and minor
spin.
5-3
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W. Z. WANG AND K. L. YAO PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 014415
comes from states ofG2 and X1 symmetries. The spectra
weight fromG2 states is fully spin polarized in majority-spi
orientation. Comparing the PES forU50 with those forU
53, it is found that the interactionU drives the spectra
weight from theG2 states of minority spin to theX1 states of
majority spin. In the many-body approach, configuration
teractions mix all single-particle energy levels. A full man
body picture is necessary to understand the photoemis
results. The spectral weight ofG2 symmetry comes from
creating a majority-spin hole with the mixed configuration
a and b orbitals. The many-body states with mixture

FIG. 3. The photoemission spectra for the interactionU53.0.
The solid and dashed lines represent minority-spin and majo
spin results, respectively.

FIG. 4. The photoemission spectra projected onto different s
metry states forU53.0. Results in~a!–~f! correspond to the sym
metry G1 , G2 , G3-G4 , X1 , X2, andX3-X4. The solid and dashed
lines represent minority-spin and majority-spin results, respectiv
01441
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orbitals a, b, g leads to the spin-polarized spectra weig
with X1 symmetry. The spectral weights from the states
other symmetries are also spin resolved although these s
tra weights with opposite spin are nearly the same. This
because thed-d interaction splits the energy levels with op
posite spin. It is noticeable that the spectral weight from
noble-metal s orbital still exhibits the characteristics o
single particle because its energy levels are deep and
configuration without NMs holes in the ground state is kep
In the intergrated PES~Fig. 3!, the position and the intensity
of the spectral weight from NMs orbitals are the same a
those for U50. However, its weights atE5212 and E
5228 result from the states ofG1 andX2 symmetry, respec-
tively, which is different from the case ofU50. This is
because that although the levels ofs orbitals are not changed
other d orbitals are changed by thed-d interaction and the
configuration of many-body states thats orbitals belong to is
different from that in the case ofU50.

As the interactionU is enhanced continuously, butU
,7.0, the total spin of the ground state is stillS51. The
total spectral weights with majority spin and minority sp
are the same as those in the case ofU53.0. The peaks are
broaden and driven to higher bind energy by the interacti
When thed-d interactionU increases to 7.0, the ground sta
is fully polarized and its total spin isS52. Comparing with
the case ofU53.0, the hole occupying the majority-sping
orbital transfers to the minority-spind or e orbital. The over-
all calculated relative spin polarization of the PES is 20%
the majority-spin orientation. However, it is not distribute
homogeneously. From Fig. 5 we find that the spin polari
tion is very weak near the Fermi level, while that with high
binding energy is very high. The projected PES onto
states of different irreducible representations are shown
Fig. 6. In the part of PES close toE50, the spectral weights
from states ofG1 , X1, andX2 symmetries are polarized in
minority-spin orientation, while those from the states ofG2
and X3-X4 are polarized in majority-spin orientation. Th

y-

-

y.

FIG. 5. The photoemission spectra forU57.0. The solid and
dashed lines represent minority-spin and majority-spin results,
spectively.
5-4
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MULTIBAND d-ELECTRON MODEL FOR THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 014415
combination of the contributions from states of various sy
metries results in a very weak spin-polarized spectral we
in this part of the PES. This does not mean no many-b
effect although it is weak in this part of the PES. It is wor
noting that the spectral weight from states ofG2 is nearly full
polarized in majority-spin orientation. This is because o
the many-body states with the majority-spin holes introdu
by PES process can match with the final states with sym
try G2. In the main line of the PES, the part with high
binding energy is obviously spin polarized in majority-sp
orientation. The second peak atE5220 in Fig. 5 is almost
fully polarized in majority-spin orientation and originate
from the states of the symmetriesG3-G4 and X3-X4. All
these results show that the correlation effects caused byd-d
interaction are quite strong. Comparing the PES forU57.0
with the single-particle results we can study the interacti
driven spectral weight transfer between the states of diffe
symmetries. Thed-d interaction drives the spectral weigh
from the minority-spinG2 andX2 states toward the majority
spin G3-G4 andX3-X4 states. The spectral weights by crea
ing NM s holes are not spin polarized and their position a
intensity are conserved just as the case of weak interac
~e.g.,U53.0). However, these spectral weights are contr
uted by the many-body states with the symmetriesG3-G4 and
X3-X4, which are different from those in the case ofU
53.0.

Because the single-particle levels of NMs orbital are very
deep, the holes of the cluster avoid occupying these leve
the interactionU is not strong enough. However, if the inte
action U.18 the holes can be driven to the NM minorit
spin s levels from the TM minority-spind orbitals (e or d
orbitals!. The ground state is still fully polarized and has sp
S52. Figures 7 and 8 show the integrated PES a
symmetry-projected PES forU520. The feature of PES is

FIG. 6. The photoemission spectra projected onto different s
metry states forU57.0. Other captions are the same as in Fig.
01441
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quite different from those in the cases of weak interacti
There are four spin-resolved peaks that are highly spin
larized. The first peak in Fig. 7 is polarized in the minorit
spin orientation, while other three peaks are polarized in
majority-spin orientation. The projected PES shows that
polarization is different with respect to different irreducib
representations. The peak observed at aboutE5240 is al-
most polarized in majority-spin orientation. This is a typic
many-body effect caused by the reduced probability of c
ating two holes on the same orbital in that energy ran
There is a significant amount of spectral weight beyond
range of single-particle levels. It is apparently driven by t

-

FIG. 7. The photoemission spectra forU520.0. The solid and
dashed lines represent minority-spin and majority-spin results,
spectively.

FIG. 8. The photoemission spectra projected onto different s
metry states forU520.0. Other captions are the same as in Fig.
5-5
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W. Z. WANG AND K. L. YAO PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 014415
d-d interaction. Comparing the present PES with the sing
particle results, dramatic spectral weight transfer occurs.
spectral weight from the minority-spinG1 and G2 states is
transferred to the majority-spinG1 andX1 states. From Fig.
8, it can be seen that the total number of spin-resolved pe
of various symmetries is much more than the number
single-particle levels. This is because there is so many c
figurations of many-body states in the ground states and
final states, and the strong interaction separates intensivly
energies of the final states with different configurations
many-body states. More interestingly, the spectral wei
coming from the NMs orbitals is also spin-polarized becau
in the ground-state configuration nearly one NMs hole is in
minority-spin states and thus majority-spin holes introduc
by photoemission have higher probability to experien
stronger interaction due to Pauli principle. The detailed stu
shows that this spin-polarized part of the spectral wei
coming froms orbital is located at aboutE5212 and origi-
nated from the states of symmetryG1, while the nonpolar-
ized part of the spectral weight atE5228 results from the
X2 states.

When thed-d interaction increases toU.29, the holes of
the system will transfer continuously from TM minority-sp
b orbitals to the NM majority-spins orbitals. The total spin
of the ground state becomesS51. The relative spin polar-
ization decreases to 10% in the majority-spin orientati
Moreover, the spin polarization is not evenly distributed. T
integrated PES and the projected PES are shown in Fig
and 10 forU530. From Fig. 9, we find that the main line
spin polarized in the minority-spin orientation. This indicat
that there is a higher probability of creating a minority-sp
hole, in this range of energy, although most holes in
ground state have minority spin. The second peak is stron
polarized and the third peak is almost fully spin polarized
the majority-spin orientation. These results show a stro

FIG. 9. The photoemission spectra forU530.0. The solid and
dashed lines represent minority-spin and majority-spin results,
spectively.
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many-body effect and can be understood using the follow
explanation. Due to thed-d interaction the density of many
body states in the final states is not distributed uniform
with respect to spin configuration and energy. On the ot
hand, the configuration of many-body states in the grou
state is not symmetric with respect to spin. Therefore,
probability of creating a hole with different spin in the di
ferent range of energy is different. It is noticeable that t
spectral weight from the NMs orbitals is almost not polar-
ized because in the ground-state configuration the num
of hole occupyings orbitals with opposite spin are nearly th
same. This part of the spectral weight is mainly contribu
by the states ofG1 symmetry.

In summary, we have studied the PES of transition-me
noble-metal overlayer using a multibandd-electron model.
The many-body effect driven by thed-d interaction is quali-
tatively different from those of single-particle and singl
band Hubbard models. The results show that there are
distinct ground states with various configurations of spin a
hole occupation when the interactionU increases. As a re
sult, the relative spin polarization of the PES by creating
hole from one of these ground states is different. This po
ization is not evenly distributed in the different irreducib
representations and different ranges of energy due to
strong correlation effect introduced by thed-d interaction.
The symmetry-projected PES shows that the spectral we
transfer occurs between the states of different symmetr
When the interaction is strong enough the hole can tran
between the TMd orbitals and the NMs orbitals. The com-
bination of thiss-d hybridization andd-d interaction results
in the spin polarization of the spectral weight by creating
NM s hole. It is noticeable that some quantitative chang

e-

FIG. 10. The photoemission spectra projected onto differ
symmetry states forU530.0. Other captions are the same as in F
4.
5-6
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are expected as the parameters in Hamiltonian vary. H
ever, we want to emphasize the qualitative physics invol
here, i.e., the spin polarization of the PES and the spec
transfer are driven by thed-d interaction in a realistic-band
environment. Our conclusion should not be affected in a
fundamental way. Further work will be carried out to stu
in detail thes-d hybridization effect for understanding an
interpreting the PES.
ys
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